All lectures are at 11:00 a.m. – preceded by a 10:30 a.m. reception
For abstracts and locations, see ISTeC.ColoState.edu/event_calendar.shtml

---

**March 22, 2010**

“ISTeC 101: How to Increase Your IT research Impact”

**Gavriel Salvendy**

Tsinghua University, P.R.China
Chair Professor and Head Department of Industrial Engineering; Purdue University
Professor Emeritus, School of Industrial Engineering

**March 29, 2010**

“Being There: Lessons Learned in Rescue Robotics from 11 Incidents, 2001-2009”

**Robin Murphy**

Texas A&M University
Raytheon Professor of Computer Science and Engineering
Director, Center for Robot-Assisted Search and Rescue

**April 5, 2010**

“Learning by Design”

**James Paul Gee**

Arizona State University
Mary Lou Fulton Presidential Professor of Literacy Studies

**April 12, 2010**

“Green Internet Routers”

**Sartaj Sahni**

University of Florida
Distinguished Professor and Chair Computer and Information Science Department

**May 3, 2010**

“All Hail the GPU: How the Video Game Industry is Transforming Molecular and Materials Simulation”

**Sharon Glotzer**

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Stuart W. Churchill Collegiate Professor of Chemical Engineering, and Professor of Materials Science and Engineering, Physics